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Moderna’s website discloses the mRNA vaccine is more of an operating system
than a vaccine.  ”Recognizing the broad potential of mRNA science, we set out to
create an mRNA technology platform that functions very much like an operating
system on a computer. It is designed so that it can plug and play interchangeably
with different programs. In our case, the “program” or “app” is our mRNA drug
– the unique mRNA sequence that codes for a protein.”  

The COVID-19 non-vaccine is Not the mark of the beast. Obviously, the false
prophet and anti-christ haven’t arrived on the world stage, and only the false
prophet can mandate it.  However, the current Moderna operating system
contains all of the technology necessary to deliver the mark . For now, it comes
down to a question of timing.

Could Black Goo Programmable Matter be the final mRNA code to be uploaded
into man? 

Black Goo Programmable Matter is an intelligent, self-aware, self-organizing
liquid crystal. It is a magnetic substance emitting, receiving, and corrupting the
RF spectrum within the universal 5G network. In the esoteric  occultic religion
Black Goo is considered the elusive philosopher’s stone and tangible storehouse
for demons. 

In scientific terms, imagine self assembling nanobots infused with Black Goo
and fashioned into a bio-metric chip, uploaded into the beast, quantum
computer. Also known as The Mark of the Beast. 

Black Goo defies the laws of physics in our physical world. It can stretch to thirty
five times it’s girth; Build pliable circuits onto human skin;  Embed itself into the
body; Function as a bio-sensor that would mold itself to the human body; If
broken the pieces can easily stick together again;  Placed on the forehead Black
Goo can read and translate facial expressions; When stretched over the throat
Black Goo turns speech into electrical signals. In the future it could provide the
foundation for soft bodied robots. 
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Black Goo has been featured in many movies such as  Lucy, Stranger Things,
Spider-Man 3,  Alien Covenant, Prometheus, A Haunting In Connecticut, Ares,
The Matrix and  The Silver Surfer.  Predictive Programming has been
announcing the advent of Black Goo for the last thirty years.

I believe the Black Goo Programmable Microchip will contain the triple helix
DNA genome code of Lucifer, Nimrod, and Apollo. The Book of Daniel
prophesied five separate ages, representing gold, silver, bronze, iron/clay and
stone. Humans living in this present fourth age of iron/clay will soon be able to
access the philosopher’s stone and its legendary alchemical substance Black Goo.
Mixing the iron of technology, with the clay of an image, creating an eternal
Trans-human. 

Black Goo Programmable Matter transmutes a human’s mortal double helix
DNA genome, made in God’s image, into a triple helix DNA genome reflecting
Lucifer. Once this occurs, the opportunity for salvation is nullified as the human
being becomes a hybrid abomination. 

 In the occultic world, Alchemy is the science and black magic art of unifying
matter and spirit. On a physical level, the process of burning off lead impurities
transforms the matter of lead into gold via the legendary philosopher’s stone.
Kabbalists believe Jacob’s Ladder to be a powerful alchemical vision, revealing
super consciousness as Jacob laid his head upon the stone. This is the genesis of
the philosopher’s stone. Alchemy also functions spiritually as an occultic,
mystical agent of Black Goo Programmable Matter. 

So, the Black Goo Programmable matter would be stored in the nanobots and
delivered into the human cell by another material called a hydrogel, which is a
mix of water and a polymer. The electrical impulse which activates the Black Goo
is the 5G network. It will propel the nanobots and Black Goo contained within
the hydrogel to penetrate the human cell. It is at this point where the process of
synthetic RNA replication begins. 

The nucleus is contained within the human cell. With the mRNA vaccine the
RNA will be delivered to the cell via hydrogel.  Contained within the hydrogel are
the micro nano size magnetic particles which contain the Black Goo
Programmable Matter. This platform will in turn respond to magnetism, and a
5G magnetic signal, propelling the hydrogel, that carries the RNA. Thus
providing the propulsion necessary to penetrate the cell membrane and move
thru the cytoplasm liquid contained within the cell. The RNA contained within
the hydrogel will then pierce the nucleus and begin to naturally replicate itself
in a twisted strand of double helix DNA. But a DNA that is coated artificially. An
RNA creation and rearrangement of nucleotides. Producing a DNA artificial
sequence. All though the sequence is artificial, the coding is permanent.   
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